
Customer name: Location:

1 Mounting Tick

1.1 Surface mount

Reveal fit

1.2 Internal

External

2 Measuring (mm)

2.1 Width of screen 

2.2 Drop of screen 

3 Options Tick

3.1 Standard white gloss colour

Standard brown gloss colour

Wood grain (specify)

               Walnut

               Rosewood

               Oak

RAL no (specify)

               Gloss finish

               Semi finish

               Matt finish

3.2 Mesh/fabric choice (specify)

3.3 Soft close

3.4 Telescopic hook

4 Customer Advice Tick

4.1 Falling into screens

Blow out tracks

Do not push mesh

Pull with two hands

Gentle recoil

Keep tracks clean

Mesh servicing

Pet deterrent

Survey sheet
The Serene screen for windows

Guidance Notes

1.1  You should always try to surface mount the screen 
where possible. If you need to mount to the reveal, 
ensure it is square and suitable, and the window  
sill is completely flat.

1.2   Serene screens can be mounted internally  
or externally.

2.1 To measure the width

 i.  For surface mounted screens. Measure 
the width of the daylight opening, past any 
mouldings or bevels to the flat surface of the 
frame. Add 20mm (10mm each side) to this 
measurement to give you the width of the 
screen. Note: if space allows you should ideally 
have up to 35mm at each side to ensure that 
the entire track sits onto the frame and doesn’t 
overlap the opening.

 ii.  For reveal mounted screens. Measure the 
width of the reveal at the top, middle and 
bottom of the reveal. Deduct 4mm from the 
smallest of the three measurements. This is 
the width of the screen. Note: if the reveals 
are not square you can pack and mount the 
side tracks and cloak the gap with trims or 
mouldings.

2.2  To measure the height

 i.  For surface mounted screens. First 
measure the height of the daylight opening. 
It is important that you measure past any 
mouldings or bevels to the flat, solid surface 
of the frame. Add 20mm (10mm at the top and 
10mm at the bottom) to this measurement to 
give you the drop of the screen. Note: ideally 
you should have up to 90mm at the top to 
ensure that the entire housing sits onto the 
frame and doesn’t overlap the opening. 

  ii.  For reveal mounted screens. Measure the 
height of the reveal at the left hand side, middle 
and right hand side. If the measurements are 
not equal then it is recommended that you 
surface mount the screen as it is difficult to 
seal the screen against an uneven or out of 
square sill. If you must reveal mount, you can 
ensure a correct seal against an uneven sill 
by installing a flat, level timber or uPVC trim/
moulding across the sill. The screen’s slidebar 
can then seal to the front or back of the trim/
moulding.

3.1  In addition to our standard gloss white, brown and 
stock wood grain screens, we can manufacture 
screens in any RAL colour. If you require a coloured 
screen please provide a RAL number and please 
specify gloss, semi-gloss or matt. Wood grain has  
a textured finish.

3.2   Our screens are manufactured using our 18/14 
insect mesh as standard. 

 i.  The Serene is also available in a range of 
specialist meshes such as anti-midge, anti-
pollen, solar screening and black-out fabrics. 
Note: if mounting externally only insect mesh 
should be used in the screen. All other fabrics 
should be mounted internally.

 ii.  Non-standard meshes and fabrics are available 
on special order and will have varying delivery 
lead times. Please ask for a quote before 
ordering and see the mesh selection chart.

3.3  The soft close system should be used on inside 
applications only. 

3.4  Pull cords or telescopic hooks are available where 
the height of the window causes an issue in 
reaching and deploying the screen.

4.1  For clarity we suggest that you inform your 
customers of the following before installation:

 i.  If something heavy falls against the screens, 
they are designed to sail out rather than rip the 
mesh. If this happens the user should brush 
the mesh back into the tracks and close the 
window slowly.

 ii.  In windy and draughty conditions the mesh can 
also blow out of the tracks. Again the customer 
should brush the mesh back into the track and 
close the screen slowly. 

 iii.  Customers should not push the mesh/slidebar 
faster than the spring will allow it to recoil.

 iv.  Screens should be pulled down with two hands 
standing centrally to the screen.

 v.  Screens should not be “let go” when recoiling 
up into the housing, a telescopic hook can be 
used to control the rise of the screen if the top 
of the screen is out of reach.

 vi.  Customers should keep tracks clean and clear 
of debris.

 vii.  The mesh is a serviceable part and will 
eventually need replacing. 

 viii.  Screens can act as a deterrent to animals but 
are not designed specifically for this purpose 
and are NOT guaranteed to keep pets in or out. 
Reveal fitting can stop pets jumping up onto 
window sills.

Notes: e.g. colour code, name, make, finish, etc.


